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Abstract— The accurate domination number of graph G  denoted by )(Ga  is the cardinality of a smallest set D  that is 

dominating set of G  and no || D element subset of DVG   is a dominating set of .G  In this paper, we characterized the 

graphs with equal accurate domination number and maximal domination number( )(=)( GG ma  ). Further, we obtained 

various bounds for )(Ga  in terms of minimum(maximum)degree, vertex(edge)connectivity, vertex(edge)covering number, 

chromatic number and domination(connected domination)number. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

All graphs considered here are finite, nontrivial, undirected 

with no loops and multiple edges. For graph theoretic 

terminology we refer to Harary [3]. 

 Let ),(= EVG  be a graph with pV |=|  and 

qE |=| . Let ))()(( GG   denote the maximum 

(minimum) degree. A set of vertices which covers all the 

edges of a graph G  is called a vertex cover for .G  The 

smallest number of vertices in any vertex cover for G  is 

called its vertex covering number  and is denoted by 

).(0 G  A set of vertices in G  is independent  if no two of 

them are adjacent. The largest number of vertices in such a 

set is called the vertex independence number of G  and is 

denoted by )(Go . The corona of two graphs 1G  and 2G  

is the graph 21= GGG   formed from one copy of 1G  and 

|)(| 1GV  copies of 2G  where the 
thi  vertex of 1G  is 

adjacent to every vertex in the 
thi  copy of 2G . Pendant 

vertex of ,G  that is the vertex of degree 1. A vertex v  is 

called a support vertex if v  is neighbor of a pendant vertex 

and 1>)(vdG . A vertex )(GVv  is said to be cut vertex 

if vG   is disconnected graph.  

 

A proper coloring of a graph ))(),((= GEGVG  is a 

function from the vertices of the graph to a set of colors such  

 

that any two adjacent vertices have different colors. The 

chromatic number )(G  is the minimum number of colors 

needed in a proper coloring of a graph. We denote the path 

on p vertices by pP  and a bipartite graph G  is a graph 

whose vertex set V  can be partitioned into two subsets 1V  

and 2V  such that every edge of G  joins 1V  with 2V  and is 

denoted by qpK , . The vertex connectivity  )(= G  of a 

graph G  is the minimum number of vertices whose removal 

results in a disconnected or trivial graph. The edge 

connectivity )(= G  of a graph G  is the minimum 

number of edges whose removal results in a disconnected or 

trivial graph. 

 

A subset )(GVD  is a dominating set of G  if every 

vertex of DGV \)(  has a neighbor in D . The domination 

number of G , denoted by )(G , is the minimum 

cardinality of a dominating set of G .  

 

A dominating set D  is said to be connected dominating set 

if D  is connected. The connected domination number 

)(Gc  of G  is the minimum cardinality of a minimal 

connected dominating set of G  . 

 

A dominating set D  is said to be maximal dominating set if 

DV \  is not a dominating set. The maximal domination 

http://www.isroset.org/
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number )(Gm  of G  is the minimum cardinality of a 

maximal dominating set of G . 

 

A dominating set D  is an accurate dominating set such that 

no || D -element subset of DGV \)(  is a dominating set of 

G . The accurate domination number )(Ga  of G  is the 

cardinality of a smallest accurate dominating set of G . The 

accurate domination in graphs was introduced by Kulli and 

Kattimani [9], and further studied in a number of papers. For 

a comprehensive survey of domination in graphs, see [1, 2, 4, 

5, 7, 8]. 

 

In this paper we study graphs for which the accurate 

domination number is equal to maximal domination number. 

In particular we characterized the graphs for which 

).(=)( GG ma   Also we constructed bounds for accurate 

domination number. 

 

II.  GRAPHS WITH     EQUAL TO      
 

We are interested in determining structure of graphs for 

which the accurate domination number is equal to the 

maximal domination number. The question was posed in [9]. 

Problem 1: Characterize the graphs for which, 

).(=)( GG ma   

To solve problem 1 we start with trees. 

We begin with the following already known 

auxiliary results and straightforward observations. 

 

Proposition A [2]. For p       (  ) = ⌈
 

 
⌉ unless p       

when    (  ) = ⌈
 

 
⌉     

Proposition B [6].  For p       (  ) = ⌈
 

 
⌉    

Proposition C [6]. If        
 

 
,  then   (G) =           

where        is connected domination number of G.

 Proposition D [6].  For any tree   (T)   m+1. Furthermore, 

the bound is attained if and only if each cut vertex is adjacent 

to a pendant vertex, where m  denotes the number of cut 

vertices of .T   

Proposition E [9].  For any graph G,    (G)     (G) . 

Furthermore equality holds if G =   . 

 

Proposition  2.1 For Path   , (p      ),    (  ) =   (  ). 

  

Proof. Proof follows from the Propositions A and B. 

   

Observation 2.2 Every maximal dominating set is an 

accurate dominating set.  

 But the converse of the above statement is not true. 

For example,    (         ) = 1 and   (         ) = 2. 

Hence we arrive at the following inequality. For any graph 

G ,    (G)     (G).   

 Proposition 2.3 If  G = H    is a corona graph then, 

   (G)     (G) = ⌈
 

 
⌉   . 

Proof. Assume that G  is a corona graph. If 

2211 == KKGorKKG   then .= 42 PorPG  By 

Proposition A, )(=)( GG ma  . Hence we may assume 

that 1= KHG  , where H  is any connected graph. Let 

)(=},...,,{ /221 HVvvv p  and let },...,,{=
2

2
1

2

ppp vvvF


 

be new vertices attached to each /2,1 pivi  . Clearly, 

either )(|=||=| HVDorFD  is a dominating set. Hence 

pipvDorpivD ii  1/2},{/2},1{  is an 

accurate dominating set. Further, }){( ivDV   is not a 

dominating set, which implies that }{ ivD  is a maximal 

dominating set. Hence 

).(=

1/2=

|}{|=)(

G

p

vDG

m

ia









 

Corollary 2.4 1 If 1= KTG  , where T  is any nontrivial 

tree then ,   (G)     (G)   

 Now we are in a position to give answer for an 

Open problem posed in [9].   

 Theorem 2.5 2 If D  be a dominating set of a graph G , 

then    (G) =   (G) if and only if    (G) =|      | 
and V- (D     )  is not a dominating set.  

Proof. Assume that    (G) =   (G).  Let D and    be 

minimal dominating and accurate dominating sets of G  

respectively. Then  |  |   |      |  =   (G). Which 

implies,  

  (G)  |      | (1) 

Since             (G) that is | |        (G) =    (G). 

Hence | |        =   (G)  in other words  

|      |      (G) (2) 

 Then from equations (1) and (2)
 
  (G) =|      | . 

 Conversely, suppose   (G) = |      |  then the result 

follows from the above arguments.  

 

III. BOUNDS FOR ACCURATE DOMINATION NUMBER 

 

In the following theorem we obtain bounds for )(Ga  in 

terms of ).(Gc  

Theorem 3.1 3 If 
2

>)(
p

Gc  then 1.)()(  GG ca     
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Proof. Let .
2

>)(
p

Gc  Then by Proposition C, 

1.)()(  GG cm   Hence the result follows from the fact 

that ).()( GG ma     

Proposition 3.2 4 For any tree T , )(=1=)( TrT ma    

if and only if every cut vertex is adjacent to an end vertex, 

where r  is the number of cut vertices of a tree .T    

Proof. Let },...,,,{= 321 rvvvvF  be the set of cut vertices 

of a tree T  such that rF |=| . Then each end vertex Tv  

together with F  forms an accurate dominating set as well as 

maximal dominating set. Hence  

)(=

1=

1||=)(

T

r

FG

m

a









 

 Converse follows from Proposition  D.  

   

Proposition 3.3 5For any tree 1,)()(, 0  TTT a   

where 0  is vertex independence number.   

Proof. Since tree T  is a bipartite graph, we know that for 

any bipartite graph ).(=)(, 00 GGG   Let S  be 

maximum independent set of vertices in .T  Then for any 

vertex }{, vSVSv   is a maximal dominating set of 

.T  Hence 1.)()( 0  TTm   Therefore, the result 

follows from the fact that ).()( TT ma     

   

Proposition 3.4  For any graph G , 

1.)()(  GpGa     

Proof. Let F  be a vertex covering set of ,G  then 

.
2

|<|
p

F  Clearly F  is an accurate dominating set such 

that 1.)()( 0  GGa   From [10], we have 

)()(0 GpG    this implies that,  

1.)(

1)()( 0





Gp

GGa




 

 Suppose .
2

|=|
p

F  Then for every vertex 

}{, vFFVv   is an accurate dominating set.  

 

Proposition 3.56  For any graph G , 

1,)()(  GpGa   where   is the vertex 

connectivity of .G    

Proof. Let G  be a graph with }.,...,,,{=)( 321 nvvvvGV  

Let F   be the maximal independent dominating set of 

vertices of .G  Then by Proposition 3.4  

1.)(

1)()(

0

0





Gp

GGa




 

 Since )()(0 GpG    therefore,  

1.)()(  GpGa   

Proposition 3.67  For any graph G , 

1,)()(  GpGa   where   is the edge connectivity 

of .G    

Proof. Let G  be a graph with vertex covering set .F  Since 

2
||

p
F   and },{vF   where FVv   will form an 

accurate dominating set of .G  Hence, 

         
1)(=

|}{|)(

0 



G

vFGa




 

Since in [10], )()(0 GpG   , therefore the result 

follows. 

 

Proposition 3.7 8 For any graph G , 1.)()(  GGa     

Proof. Let G  be a graph and D  be a minimum dominating 

set of .G  Let )(G  be a vertex connectivity of graph G . 

From [10] we know that ,)()( pGG   which implies 

that  

)()( GpG    (3.1) 

 Since D  is a dominating set then for any vertex 

}{)(, vDVDv   is an accurate dominating set of G . 

Thus, 

 

(2.1))(1)(

1)(=

|}{)(|)(

equationbyG

Gp

vDVGa













 

 

Proposition 3.8 9 For any graph G , ),()( GGa    

where )(G  is the chromatic number of .G   

Proof. Let G  be a graph. Let },...,,,{= 321 kccccF  be the 

color class required to color the graph .G  Then the 

chromatic number of a graph G  is .||)( FG   From 

[10] 1)()(  pGG   implies that,  

)(1)( GpG    (3.2) 

 By Proposition (3.6), 
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).()(

)(1)(

GG

GpG

a

a









 

 

Proposition 3.9 10 For any graph G , 

1.)()( 0  GGa     

Proof. Let G  be a graph and let },...,,,{= 321 kvvvvF  be 

maximum independent set of vertices of G  such that 

.|=|)(0 FG  Let D  be a minimum dominating set of G  

then for any vertex }{)(, vDVDVv   is an 

accurate independent dominating set. Hence,  

1)()(  GpGa   (3.3) 

 From [10], we have the inequality 

pGG  )()(0   implies that, 

)()( 0 GpG    (3.4) 

 by equations (3.3) and (3.4) result follows. 

 

Proposition 3.10 11 For any graph G , 

2.)()( 0  GpGa     

Proof. Let },...,,,{= 321 svvvvF  be a minimum vertex 

covering set of G . Since every minimum vertex covering 

set is a dominating set of G , that is )(|| 0 GD   and 

}{vD  is an accurate dominating set. 

Therefore,  

1.)(

|}{|)(

0 



G

vDGa




 

We have, 

1.)()(  GGa   (3.5) 

 From [10], we have the inequality  

1.)()( 0  pGG   

 Hence,  

1.)()( 0  GpG   

 Then equation (3.5) becomes,  

2.)()( 0  GpGa   

  

Proposition 3.11 12 For any graph G , 

1.)()()(  GpGGa     

Proof. Let D  be a dominating set of G  and v  be a vertex 

of minimum degree that is .=)( degvG  Then either 

Dv  or some vertex u  adjacent to v  belongs to .D  Thus 

][vND  is a maximal dominating set of .G  Hence,  

).()()( GGGm    

Since 1=)()(  pGG  and also we know that,  

1.)()(

)()(

)()(







GpG

GG

GG ma







 

Proposition 3.12 13 For any graph G , 

1.
2

)()()( 
p

GGGa     

Proof. Let D  be a minimal dominating set of G  and 

)(GVv  is a vertex of minimum degree. Then clearly 

).()()( GGGm    Further, from [10] we have   

1
2

)()( 
p

GG   implies that

1.
2

)()( 
p

GG    

Since  

1.
2

)()(

)()(

)()(







p
GG

GG

GG ma







 

 

Proposition 3.13 14 For any graph G , 

1.
2

)()()( 
p

GGGa     

Proof. Let },...,,,{= 321 rvvvvF  be a minimum vertices 

required to result in a disconnected graph. Therefore 

.|=|)( FG  But in [10] we have the inequality 

1
2

)()( 
p

GG   implies that 

1.
2

)()( 
p

GG    

Since,  

1.
2

)()(

)()(

)()(







p
GG

GG

GG ma







 

  

Proposition 3.14 15 For any graph G , 

1.)(2)()( 1  pGGGa     

Proof. Let },...,,,{= 321 keeeeF  be minimum edge 

covering set of ,G  that is .|=|)(1 FG   Since 
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1)()(2 1  pGG   implies 

1.)(2)( 1  pGG   By Proposition E we have,  

1.)(2)(

)()(

)()(

1 





pGG

GG

GG ma







 

  

  

                                    IV.  CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper we characterised the graphs for which the 

accurate domination number is equal to maximal domination 

number. In particular, we characterized the graphs for which 

).(=)( GG ma   Also we constructed bounds for accurate 

domination number. Further, this parameter can be used to 

study chemical properties of octane isomers.    
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